
MATHS
Year 8 | Pi

Name: 

Set:

Unit Topic Complete

1 Factors and multiples

2 Shapes and measures in 3D

3 Expressions and equations

4 Number properties

5 Experimental probability

6 Angles

7 Transformations

8 Measuring and shapes

9 Analysing and displaying data

10 Statistics





Write down a definition for each of the following words:

Multiple

Factor

1) Write the first 5 multiples of each of these numbers:

3, __, __, __, __ 7, __, __, __, __

8, __, __, __, __ 10, __, __, __, __

2) A common multiple is a  number that is a multiple of both.

e.g. A common multiple of 4 and 6 could be 12, 24, 36,  etc…

Find 3 common multiples of each pair of numbers below:

a) 2 and 5                           b) 6 and 8                        c) 9 and 12

The list below shows the years in which the 
Cricket World Cup  was held since 1992:

1992, 1996, 1999, 2003, 2007, 2011, 2015

Adam says,

“The Cricket World Cup has been held every 
four years since 1992.”

Adam is not correct.  Explain how you know. 

Two flashing lights flash every 8 seconds 
and every 12 seconds. If they start 
flashing at the same time at 9am, find 
another time when they will all flash 
together again at the same time. 

Literacy

Fluency

Problem Solving

Reasoning





What is the perimeter of a shape?

What is the area of a shape?

Find the area and perimeter of each of these squares and rectangles:

Farmer MacDonald has 2 rectangular fields.  
Each field has length 40m and width 50m.  
Farmer MacDonald has got 350m of fencing, 
does he have enough fence to put round 
each field?  Explain your answer.

The area of the rectangle below is 32cm².
The width of the rectangle is 8cm.
What is the length of the rectangle?

Literacy

Fluency

Problem Solving

Reasoning





Explain what a ‘function machine’ is, if you need to you can draw an example.

Maggie simplifies 5x + 2y to be 7xy.  
Explain the mistake Maggie has made.

Simplify each of the following:

3a x 5b   4c x 8d   5 x m x 2 x h x 7

Expand each of the following:

3(2t + 4)   6(5m – 10)   5(9v + 7)

Hamish uses the function machine 
below.
He gets his output to be 45.
What was Hamish’s input?

Literacy

Fluency

Problem Solving

Reasoning





3) Write 40 as a product of primes.

Can you find 2 numbers that are both 
square numbers and cube numbers?

What is the difference between the Highest Common factor and the Lowest 
Common Multiple?

1) Find the Highest Common Factor of 42 and 28.                             

2) Find the Lowest Common Multiple of 4 and 15.

Is 1 a prime number?  Explain your 
answer.

Literacy

Fluency

Problem Solving

Reasoning





What does the word biased mean? Complete the spinner below so that:

Even number is impossible
3 is likely
5 is unlikely

A spinner is spun a large number of times 
and the outcomes recorded in the table.
Is this spinner fair?  Explain your answer.
Number Frequency

1 27

2 35

3 94

4 33

5 28

A spinner is spun 900 times and the colour it lands on is recorded in the 
table below.
Use the results in the table to work out the relative frequency for each 
colour.

Literacy

Fluency

Problem Solving

Reasoning





Fraser says angle x is 98°.  
Is Fraser right?  Explain your answer.

Find the size of angle x. 
Give full reasons for your working.

Find the missing angle in each diagram below: 

Write down 2 angle facts that you know using full sentences.

Literacy

Fluency

Problem Solving

Reasoning





What does rotate mean?

What does translate mean?

Translate the shape 4 left and 3 down.      Reflect the shape in the x-axis.

The rectangle below is translated by 2 right 
and 1 down.  What are the new coordinates 
for the given corners?

A

B

John is describing this transformation, he says
“Shape A has been transformed to shape B 

by moving 1 right and 3 up.

Make a comment about John’s answer.

Literacy

Fluency

Problem Solving

Reasoning





Write down the names of as many 3D shapes as you know.

Find the volume of each of these cubes/cuboids made of centimetre cubes. 

Find the volume of each of these cubes/cuboids. Include units in your answers.

Ameera owns a cuboid fish tank, 10cm x 
15cm x 60cm.  She has 2 fish, each fish 
needs 2500cm³ of space.  Is her tank big 

enough to get a third fish?

The cuboid below has a volume of 42cm³.  
Can you work out the missing 
measurement?

Literacy

Fluency

Problem Solving

Reasoning





Write down 3 rules you must follow for drawing a bar chart.

What is wrong with 
this pictogram?

The pictogram above represents the preferred 
drink for a group of people.  
From the survey 9 people preferred water.
How many people prefer juice?

The bar chart shows the number of 
goals scored by 4 people.

1) Who scored the most goals?

2) How many goals did Bailey 
score?

3) How many more goals did 
Becca score than Burt?

4) How many goals were scored in 
total?

Literacy

Fluency

Problem Solving

Reasoning





6 people took part in a long jump 
competition.  Their distances are shown in 
the stem-and-leaf diagram below.

What distance is the mode? Why?

What is the frequency?

What is the mode?

49 people were asked if they prefer going 
to the gym or playing a sport.
Complete the two-way table to show if 
people preferred the gym or playing a 
sport. 

2) Vinny asked 60 people about their 
favourite breakfast food.

19 adults prefer cereal
5 children prefer cereal
16 adults prefer toast

20 children prefer toast
8 adults prefer pancakes

12 children prefer pancakes
Complete the two-way table below:

1) The ages of people who work for a 
company are:

25    36    32    21    44    40    51    38
Draw an ordered stem-and-leaf 
diagram to represent the ages of the 
employees.

      Key: 

Adult Child Total

Cereal

Toast

Pancakes

Total

Sport Gym Total

Adults 9

Children 8

Total 24 49

Literacy

Fluency

Problem Solving

Reasoning


